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SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – JULY & AUGUST 2022 
*** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT OCCURED DURING – JULY & AUGUST 2022 

(1) Brief of the Accident : (Fire in LVPH of Train No.12721 Down Dakshin Express ) : On 

03.07.2022, Train No.12721 (HYB–NZM) Down Dakshin Express of SC division noticed 

Fire in LVPH No. ER–218640 while the train was on run, Dy.SS/BN reported to SCOR 

about fire in the parcel van LVPH No. ER–218640 of Dakshin Express.  

Cause of the Accident : After examining the depositions, answers to the questionnaire of 

all the witnesses including cross examination of the witnesses (railway staff and the 

staff/representatives of the lease holder of the LVPH ER–218640 of Train No. 12721), 

Joint observations of the Sr. Subordinates, the material evidence, clues collected, factual 

and circumstantial evidence, the Committee has arrived at the conclusion that the fire in 

LVPH of Train No. 12721 (Dakshin Express) on 03.07.2022 occurred on run between 

Secunderabad and Bibinagar on SC–KZJ section of SC Division, due to the Motor cycle 

(Honda Glamour) loaded in the LVPH at Secunderabad (placed near the rear door way on 

side stand). Subsequently due to falling down / leaning while on run with leakage of 

residual petrol from petrol tank and rubbing of motor cycle with adjoining heavy metal 

items resulting in friction causing spark triggered the initiation of fire and subsequently 

resulted extensive fire due to other materials such as laptops with batteries, mobile 

phones with batteries etc., loaded in the LVPH No. ER–218640. 

The officials of CFSL (Central Forensic Science Laboratory) visited the spot on 

03.07.2022 and collected the samples from the fire affected coach for examination. The 

report from CFSL (Central Forensic Science Laboratory) is awaited. Based on the report 

of CFSL action, if any, required can be taken by Secunderabad Division / Railways. 

RESPONSIBILITY:  

PRIMARY: 

1. The lease holder of the parcel space in LVPH No. ER–218640 of Train No. 12721 

(Dakshin Express) for loading motor cycle (without ensuring its entry in manifest) 

not ensuring proper emptying of residual petrol of motor cycle, not ensuring proper 

packaging and proper securing of the Motor Cycle in LVPH as per Lease agreement 

between South Central Railway and lease holder dated 25.08.2021.  
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SECONDARY : 

1. On duty CPC/SC of date 02.07.2022 for not checking the manifest properly in which 

motor bike was not included, for not carrying out at least cursory check of the 

packages / parcels loaded in the LVPH ER–218640 (on completion of the loading) 

vis-à-vis with the list of items mentioned in the loading manifest by the lease holder 

which resulted in not noticing the Motor Cycle by him. Thus, failed to ensure safety 

in regard to emptying of the residual petrol, proper packing and proper securing of 

the Motor Cycle in the LVPH ER–218640 of Train No. 12721 (Dakshin Express).  

BLAMEWORTHY :  

1. CPSR/SC for not ensuring proper system of working in Parcel office, allowing 

unauthorized staff for parcel handling as a routine and not enforcing terms and 

conditions of contract for ensuring loading by only authorized staff of leased agency.  

2. Shift Supervisor of SC Parcel Office on duty on 02.07.2022 for not ensuring proper 

system of working during loading/unloading activities in his shift and not taking 

feedback from loading/Parcel Clerk for lapses, if any.  

3. On duty Parcel Supervisor at HYB on 02.07.2022for not ensuring proper system of 

working during loading/unloading activities in his shift and not taking feedback 

from loading/Parcel Clerk for lapses, if any. 

4. On duty CPSR/HYB on 02.07.2022 for not ensuring proper system of working in 

Parcel office, allowing unauthorized staff for parcel handling as a routine and not 

enforcing terms and conditions of contract for ensuring loading by only authorized 

staff of leased agency.  

5. Sr. Pass Train Manager/SC for not ensuring sealing of LVPH at SC. 

RULES VIOLATED : 

1. Terms and conditions of the agreement for leasing of parcel space in the LVPH of Tr. 

No. 12721 (Dakshin Express) in general and specifically Para Nos. 8.2, 8.7, 8.13, 

11.1, 11.4, 11.5, 11.7, 11.8, 11.10, 11.13 and Para 12 of the lease agreement between 

Railways and lease holder dated 25.08.2021. 

2. Instructions issued vide Railway Board’s Lr. No.2012/TC(FM)/11/12 dated 

05.07.2012 and circulated by CCM vide Commercial Circular Letter No. 144 of 2012 

dated 19.07.2012 in regard to ensuring emptying of petrol from the petrol tank of 

the Motor Cycle for carrying by rail. 

3. GR Rule No. 2.05(1), 2.05(2)(d), 2.06(a), 2.11(1)(a). 
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(2) Brief of the Accident : (Derailment): on 06.07.2022, Train No. BCNA (E) while passing 

on DN main line on through signals, two BCN(E)(12th and 13th  from brake van) derailed 

after passing Home signal at GNP  station  of SC division. 

Cause of the Accident : The derailment of rear trolley occurred due to imbalance of 

wagon body of 30th wagon from Train Engine, due to shearing of rivet of rear trolley, RH 

side bearer and dislocation of side bearer bottom housing, resulting in offloading of rear 

trolley while on run got derailed. The 30th wagon has dragged the leading trolley of 31st 

wagon from TE and has also got derailed. As per CMT analysis of broken rivet, it was 

concluded that the breakage of rivet may be attributed to application of heavy unusual 

tensile and shear forces acted on the component during derailment. The BPC of the train 

was invalid on the day of derailment. No abnormalities were noticed in wagon during 

GLP/GDR check or during passing through manned LC Nos. 47/E & 48/E.  

RESPONSIBILITY : 

Primary : No staff. 

Secondary : Mechanical/C&W Department  

MATTERS BROUGHT TO LIGHT: 

1. Running of rakes with invalid BPC to be avoided. 

2. GDR was done at KRNT (Kurnool City of Hyderabad division) on 05.07.2022 when 

BPC was valid. 

3. GDR check was not conducted when the BPC became invalid on 06.07.2022. 

GLP/GDR check should have been conducted at MLY (Moula Ali of SC division) by 

crew after BPC was invalid, which was not done. 

4. Regular joint inspection of points & crossings should be ensured since, it was 

overdue on the day of accident by 2 (two) days. 

5. Through movement of goods trains to be given by Controllers so that sudden brake 

application/notching is not warranted. 

6. Wooden wedges are not available in the common line box, need to be provided. 

7. Last TRC was done on 29.04.2022 and due by 28.06.2022, however carried out on 

04.07.2022. 

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:  

1. Additional TI/SMR to be deputed from adjacent stations in case of any derailment 

or any unusual incident so that available one looks after the movement of trains and 

other for joint findings. 

2. OHE should be switched off immediately in case of such derailments infringing the 

adjacent line. 

3. Crew to be sensitized in securing the adjacent track immediately with HS flag/lamp 
& detonators to safe guard the safety of opposite track and trains to be dealt in 
opposite line. 

***  
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ATTENTION …….. Engineering   

S.R. 15.26.1 Working of Trollies without block protection:–– S.R. 15.26.1.4.  When the 
nature of the line is such that the Flagman in advance or in rear cannot be seen by the 
person in-charge of the Trolley, the latter shall arrange before entering the section, to 
take with him sufficient number of Gang men with hand signals so that the required 
number of additional intermediate flagmen can be provided for repeating the signals of 
the outer most flag man or the flag man posted at the observation post. 

SR.15.26.1.5 on seeing a train approaching, the Flagman nearest the approaching train 
shall immediately place three detonators on the line, 10 meters apart, and then wave a 
red flag vigorously to warn the official in charge of the Trolley about the approaching 
train.The official in charge shall after removeing the Trolley from the line,wave a green 

flag to the Flagman who shall then remove the detonators and withdraw the Stop hand 
signal. 
 

ATTENTION …….. 

LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS/GUARDS 

6.03. Protection of trains stopped between stations. — (1)  

(ii) On a double line section where trains on the two lines run in the opposite direction. 
– (d) The Loco Pilot shall take action to protect the adjacent line as mentioned above. 
The Guard shall proceed towards the engine watching the train carefully .If the Guard 
finds that the adjacent line is obstructed, he shall proceed ahead to assist and ensure 
protection of the adjacent line as mentioned above. In case he finds that the adjacent 
line is not obstructed, he shall, after consultation with the Loco Pilot, go back to protect 
the train in the rear in the manner prescribed in clause (i) above, if he has not already 
sent another competent person for the purpose. 

 

ATTENTION …….. 

STATION MASTERS 

S.R.5.14.5. In case shunt movements are governed by Shunt signal/Starter signal, 

which detect the facing points, the Shunt/Starter shall be taken “off” and in all other 

cases, the facing points shall be clamped/cotter bolted and padlocked. 

S.R.5.14.6. Shunting of Wagons containing explosives shall not be carried out except 

under the superintendence of an official not lower than Station Master who shall 

ensure that during shunting operations- 

1. Wagons containing explosives shall be separated from Elec / Diesel locomotive 

by a minimum number of one wagon not containing explosives or other 

dangerous goods or articles of inflammable nature. 

2. The speed of all movements does not exceed 8KMPH, and 

3. No rough, hump, fly or loose shunting takes place. 


